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1. Introduction. In the present paper we shall consider the effect of small

perturbations on the spectrum of the selfadjoint operator — A associated with

certain homogeneous boundary conditions in a domain S. We shall then apply

these results to scattering theory. In all of the cases considered, a spectral repre-

sentation for the unperturbed operator is obtained with the aid of separation of

variables.

In §§2-4, S will represent a wedge shaped region in two dimensional Euclidean

space (F2), and the unperturbed operator A0 will be given by -A acting on functions

which vanish on S (the boundary of S). (Higher dimensional cones may be treated

similarly.) We shall first perturb the operator A0 by altering a finite portion of the

boundary of S. We assume that the perturbed domain Q, has a sufficiently smooth

boundary Ù. The new operator A is defined in the same manner as A0 with S

replaced by Q.

We shall prove that A is unitarily equivalent to A0 by employing the method of

distorted plane waves, first used to prove an expansion theorem by Ikebe [7]. This

method was also used to deal with the exterior problem for the Laplacian by

Shenk [11], and Shizuta [13]. The author [5](2), extended this method to treat

certain domains with infinite boundaries. The domains in I were perturbed infinite

cylinders.

In §2, we consider the unperturbed operator A0. A complete, orthonormal set

of generalized eigenfunctions W° are exhibited. Employing the functions W°, we

immediately obtain a spectral representation for A0. The spectrum of A0 is abso-

lutely continuous and the spectral multiplicity is infinite at each point in the

spectrum of A0. This differs from the case of an infinite cylinder, for which it was

proven in I that the spectral multiplicity is nonuniform and finite throughout the

spectrum. (Note that it follows from the results of §2 that the operators associated

with different wedges are unitarily equivalent to each other.)
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In §3, we construct two sets of generalized eigenfunctions W£ of the operator

A. The method used is that of limiting absorption, employed by Eidus [4], to solve

a boundary value problem in a perturbed semi-infinite cylinder. The functions

W¿ - W°(Wñ - W°) will satisfy a certain set of "outgoing" ("incoming") radia-

tion conditions at infinity.

In §4, the functions W¿ are shown to form a complete orthonormal set of

generalized eigenfunctions. The proofs follow along the same lines as those in I.

The major difference occurs in the statement and proof of Lemma 4.2. This is due

to the fact that in I, we assumed that £1<=S, whereas, using the arguments of this

section, we need not impose this restriction. There are also additional technical

difficulties due to the fact that the spectrum of A has infinite multiplicity. Observe

that the results of this section include the case in which S is the entire plane.

However, we have used a different set of generalized eigenfunctions than those

employed in [11] and [13], ours being countable in number for each A >0, whereas

the eigenfunctions in [11] and [13] are uncountable.

In §5, we apply our results to scattering theory. In particular, we establish the

existence, unitarity, and invariance of the wave operators

W±(<p(Ail2),<p(Ay2))=   lim exp[i7^'2)]/exp[-;^è'2)]/,
t->±00

where <j> belongs to a wide class of real-valued functions and J denotes a continuous

mapping from L2(S) into F2(Q). Analogous results were obtained by Kato [9],

Shenk [12], and the author, II. We apply our results to obtain the existence and

unitarity of the scattering operator £f = (W+)~1W~. We extend these results to

the wave equation in D.

In §6, we express the operator Zf as a matrix whose elements depend explicitly

on the outgoing waves. In §7, the previous results are extended in several directions.

Different domains (of arbitrary dimension) are considered as well as more general

boundary conditions. Also, the operator A0 may be perturbed by varying the

coefficients (for example by adding a potential to —A) or by perturbing the bound-

ary conditions. The same methods are applicable to these problems.

We remark at this point that results of Birman [2], imply the unitary equivalence

of the absolutely continuous parts of A and A0. No mention is made in [2] however,

of the outgoing or incoming waves.

2. Preliminaries. The main result of this section is an analogue of the Fourier

inversion formula. This will follow from Theorem 2.1. We begin with some de-

finitions. Let X= (Xy, X2) represent an arbitrary point in F2 and set r = (X2 + X2)112,

9 = tan~i(X2IX1). Let S denote the cone: r^O, mHSO, where 2^a>0. We

perturb S to obtain a domain Q. satisfying the following conditions:

(1) Q. = S forr^r0.

(2) Ù is a C2 curve with the possible exception of the point r = 0. If r = 0 is a

singular point then it is bounded away from Ù-S.
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(3) fi — S is made up of at most a finite number of domains D, such that each

Dj is obtained by reflecting a bounded subset Df^S successively across the lines

e = Tra, 6 = 2ira, ..., 6 = Mna (Ma<2).

We denote by fin (fi^) the set of points X in fi (fi) for which r-¿rx, and let lri

represent the intersection of fi with the circle r = rx. Clearly, we have firi = fi^ u lTi.

We define firi,r2 (&rL,r2) as the set of points X in fi (fi) for which rx á r ^ r2.

Let us recall the notation used in I. Suppose B is an arbitrary domain in R1

or R2, mis a nonnegative integer, and <f>(x) e Cq(B). Set

IWL,« = ( 2   f \D"<t>(x)\2dx)m,
M<*ISm JB I

where a = (ax,..., aN), \a\ =«!+••• +aN, and each a¡ is a nonnegative integer.

Denote by Hm(B) (Hm(B)), the completion of C0°°(x9) (C°(B)) under the norm given

by || ||m(B). Let H£C(B) consist of those functions f(X) satisfying the condition

f(X)e Hm(B') for every bounded subset B'^B. Finally, set ||A*'|m(!ir)=||iillm(r) and

IHU<nri.ra)= ll^lUcrj.^)-
We next define a selfadjoint operator AB acting in the Hubert space L2(B). AB

will denote the Friedrichs extension of the operator given by -A acting on Cô(B).

It is well known that AB is a nonnegative operator. Set AS = A0 and Aa = A. In this

section we consider the unperturbed operator A0. We begin by constructing a

complete, orthogonal set of generalized eigenfunctions W°(X; A) of A0.

Suppose A>0. In polar coordinates, the equation (A + A)/t = 0 becomes /xrr

+ txr/r + ttee/r2 + A/x = 0. The boundary condition is tt(r, 0) = tt(r, 7ra) = 0 for r>0.

Separating variables, we obtain the following solutions:

W°(x; X) = (rra)-^'2Jnla((Xy<2r) sin (nO/a),

where Jnla denotes the Bessel function.

We define a Hubert space H as follows. The elements of ZZ will be sequences of

functions h = (hx(X), h2(X),.. .)={hn(X)} defined on (0, oo) and such that

2   r K(A)|2 dX < oo.
n=l Jo

Suppose g = {gn(X)} and h = {hn(X)} e H. Set

(g,h)H= 2   r gnWW) dX.
n-l Jo

Under the inner product given by ( , )H, H clearly forms a Hubert space.

We next construct a pair of linear mappings from L2(S) into H and from H

into L2(S). For each <f>(X) in C0°°(5), set

T4 = {#(A)} = {£ 4>{XW°{X; X) dxj.

For each 0 = {i/rn(A)} in H satisfying the conditions:

(2.1) «A) e Cow(0, oo),
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and

(2.2) <pn(X) = 0   for « > M,

set

T4= 2   r U^)Wl(X;\)d\.
n=l JO

The set of elements in H satisfying conditions (2.1) and (2.2) is dense in H.

Theorem 2.1. The transformations T0 and Tx may be extended to unitary trans-

formations from L2(S) onto H and from H onto L2(S), respectively. Furthermore

r0* = r0-1 = F1.

The proof of Theorem 2.1 may be carried out in the usual manner and will be

omitted. It is based on the following well-known result, [3]:

f" Jn(ir')i d{ C'f(r)Jn(ir)r dr = flr'),
Jo Jo

where flr) is continuous in (0, co) and J"™ |/(r)|r1/2 dr <oo. It now follows from

Theorem 2.1 that the functions W°(X; A) form a complete, orthonormal set of

generalized eigenfunctions. Note that for each function <f>(X) in D(A0), (the domain

of A0), we have T0(A0(p) = {Acl°(X)}. Thus it follows from Theorem 2.1 that the

mapping F0 gives a spectral representation for the selfadjoint operator A0. The

spectrum of A0, o(A0), is [0, oo). a(A0) is absolutely continuous and the spectral

multiplicity m0(A) of each A in a(A0) is co. We proceed to establish a theorem

analogous to Theorem 2.1 for the operator A.

3. The generalized eigenfunctions. We shall see later in this section how the

construction of a set of generalized eigenfunctions W„(X; A) of the operator A

reduces to the solution of the following boundary value problem. Given F(X) in

C°°(fi), F(X)=0 for r^r0, A>0, find a function p.(X) such that

(3.1) (-A-X)p. = F.   p. = 0onU.

Since A is in the spectrum of A, [8], (3.1) is not a well-posed problem in F2(D)

for all such functions F(X).

For the sake of simplicity, we shall carry out the proofs in the remainder of this

paper for the case ö=5u D, where D* (the reflection of D across the line 9=na)

is contained in S. The general domain Q described in §2 may be treated simply by

combining the method used here with that of I. For each point X in D, we denote

by X*, its reflection across 9 = ira. We extend the definition of W^(X; A) by re-

flecting as an odd function across 9 = ™. Thus W°(X; A)= - W°(X*; A), Xe D.

We denote the extended function again by W°(X; A).

We shall solve (3.1) using the method of limiting absorption, [4]. Setting p.e

=(A — \—ie)~1F for £>0, we shall show as in I that p,s ->■„ p., where -*-x denotes

convergence in a topological space x to be defined presently. The function p,(X)
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will be shown to be a solution of (3.1) which satisfies certain "outgoing" radiation

conditions at infinity. We begin by obtaining a Fourier expansion for the function

(3.2) n(X; k) = (A-k)~1F(X),   where Im k > 0.

Set

fa nd
dn(r; k) =        )i.(r, 6, k) sin — d0,       n = 1,2,_

Jo a

Lemma 3.1. For r^r0, we have

dn(r; k) = Cn(K)H<W2r),

d'n(r, x) = Cn(K)(dH^¡dr)(^'2r),

where the Cu(k) are constants, Im k112 > 0, and

(3.4) HM = Jnla + iYnla,

Ynia denoting the Hankel function.

Proof. It follows readily from the properties of p. that dn(r; k) satisfies Bessel's

equation for rär0. (3.3) now follows from the fact that tt e F2(fi).    Q.E.D.

Remark 3.1. It is immediate that A can have no positive point eigenvalues,

since the equation A¡x = X)i (A>0) implies as in Lemma 3.1 that for r^r0:

oo

tt(r, 6) = 2 [C<»Jnla(\liar) + C<?>Ynll,(\1»r)] sin - 0.
n= 1

Furthermore, 0 cannot be a point eigenvalue of A, for suppose Ap. = 0. Then using

the divergence theorem and the boundary condition ¡¿=0 on fi, we have

0=  \ p(X) Á~¡I(X) dX =  Í  | Vti(A-)|2 dx.
Jci Ja

Thus p(X) is constant in fi. Since ¡x(X) eF2(fi), we conclude that )x(X)=0. Hence

[0, oo) belongs to the continuous spectrum of A. Since A is a nonnegative self-

adjoint operator, we see that A has a purely continuous spectrum.

We define the topological space % as follows. % w'h consist of those functions

tt(A') satisfying the following conditions: (a) For each e>0, r>e, )j.(X) e ZZ2(fie-r),

(b) There exists a sequence of functions pn(X) such that for each e>0, r>e,

P-n(X) e ZZ2(fi£r), ||ttn-/x||2(er) ^0 as n^co, and each t¿n(X) vanishes in a

neighborhood of fi (not necessarily the same neighborhood for each n). Given a

sequence of functions {ttn} in x, we say that p-n(X) converges to p(X) in x as n -> oo

(t^^tt) if ||/x„-/A||2(t.r,-»-0 for each e>0, r>e. Finally, for tt(A') in x, set

—Afi = Ap..

Theorem 3.1 (Uniqueness theorem). Suppose ¡x(X) e Hx(Q.SJl) (for a fixed

rx>r0, and each 0<e<rx), fj.(X) = 0 on Ù'ri, and —Ap, = Xp, (A>0) in firi. Further-

more, suppose

(3.5) dn(r) =  f tt(r, 9) sin - dO = Cn(A)ZZ<^(A1'2r),
Jit a
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and

(3.6) cUr) = J( | p(r, 9) sin ̂  ¿0 = C.(A) ~ H%l(\™r)

for r^r^ra, where A1,2>0 and the Cn are constants. Then /n=0 in £ir.

Proof. Applying the divergence theorem to the functions p.(X) and \p.(X)L we

have

0 = f    (p.(X) ApJÎC) dX-pÄT) Ap.(X)) dX

Using the conditions (3.5) and (3.6), we have

0=  2 \Cn(V\2miW2ri) ¿fll1^
n= 1 W^

(3.7) ^ _

-2 \CÁX)\aXmmri) í HSfflF*r¿.
n=l ur

Now it follows from the theory of Bessel functions that

*F{F,/a(r), F»»} = /B/(t(r) ^^- Fn,a(r) | /sW(r)

= 2/tt/-,       m = 1,2,...,

IF denoting the Wronskian of the two solutions Jnla and Yn/K. Combining (3.4),

(3.7), and (3.8), we conclude that

(3.9) 0 =  2 \Cn(W
n=l

Thus Cn(A) = 0, «=1, 2,..., and

(3.10) M = 0   inD(rori).

Since p. satisfies the elliptic equation (A + A)/^=0 in Í2ri, (3.10) implies p,=0 in

Qri.   Q.E.D.
Note that this is a stronger uniqueness theorem than that proven in I. We next

show that subject to the conditions (3.5) and (3.6), (3.1) becomes a well-posed

problem in x- Let AB denote a bounded subset in the upper half of the complex

plane (Im A > 0) such that AB has positive distance from the origin. Suppose

Xj e AB, j= 1, 2,..., and let Fn(X) denote a sequence of C^ü) functions which

vanish in Q-Í2ri, rx being independent of«. Set p-n(X; \,) = (A-\j)~1Fn(X).

Theorem 3.2. (a) Suppose ||Fn||0<n-n£) = C for each e>0, 0<e<r1<co. Then

\\p,n(- ; Aj)||0(£ r) ̂  C, the constant C depending only on r and e.

(b) Suppose there exists a function F(X) and a complex number A (Im A^O) such

that ||Fn-F||o(n-ne)^0 and |A3-A| ->0 as «,y'^oo for each e>0. Then there
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exists a function tt(X) in x sucn tnat Mn ~*"x P, ^tt = Ati + F, and it satisfies conditions

(3.5) and (3.6).

The proof of this theorem is almost identical to that given in I and therefore the

details will be omitted. The proof is indirect and may be outlined as follows.

Under the assumption that part (a) of the theorem is false, we employ elliptic

estimates, Rellich's selection theorem, and the Fourier expansion given by Lemma

3.1 to obtain a nonzero function n(X) satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 3.1.

Theorem 3.1 then yields the required contradiction. Part (b) then follows from

part (a) using similar arguments.

We next construct the generalized eigenfunctions, W£(X; A), associated with the

operator A. Wn(X; A) is to satisfy the boundary value problem: (A + A) W* (X; X)

= 0 in fi, (A>0), W*(X; A) = 0 on fi. We reduce this problem to that of solving

(3.1) in the following manner. Set V¿(X; A)= Wn+(X; A)- W°(X; A). Thus V* (X; X)

must satisfy the boundary value problem :

(A + X)V¿(X; X) = 0   infi,
(3.11) V       '     K      '

V:(X; A) = - W°n(X; X)   on fi.

To reduce (3.11) to (3.1), let l,(X) be a cutoff function satisfying the following

conditions:

(1) l(X)eC«(Ü),
(2) £(^=0 outside of some neighborhood of fi — S and in some neighborhood

of any singular point of fi, and

(3) I,(X)=l in some neighborhood of Ù — S. Set

Gn(X; X) = i(X)W°(X; A),

Fn(*-;A) = (-A-A)C7n(jr;A).

By Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, there exists a unique solution ^t(X; A) in x of the

equation A^(X; X) = Xp.n~(X; X) + Fn(X; A), such that )¿¿(X; A) satisfies the radia-

tion conditions (3.5) and (3.6). We now define

V:(X; X) = ),:(X; X)-Gn(X; A),
and

W:(X; X) = W°(X; A)+ Vn+(X; X).

Note that Vn+(X; X) satisfies the conditions (3.5) and (3.6).

Our aim is to establish the completeness and orthogonality of the functions

W+(X; X). For this purpose we shall make use of the following functions

Vn(X; X; k) as well as the properties of these functions given by Theorem 3.3.

Suppose Im k > 0. Set

(3.13) Fn(X; X; k) = (-A-K)Gn(X; A),

(3.14) nn(X; X; k) = (A-K)^Fn(X; X; k),

(3.15) Vn(X; X; K) = ^(X; X; k)-Gu(X; A),
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and

(3.16) Wn(X; X;k)= Vn(X; X;k) + W°(X; A).

For the sake of reference we state here without proof the following well-known

result, which follows from the theory of elliptic partial differential equations, [1].

Lemma 3.2. Suppose B is a bounded domain in RN such that B is a C2 + i surface,

y'^0.  Furthermore,  suppose  the function  p.(X)eH1(B)  and Ap.eH¡(B).  Then

||/n||J + 2(B) = C||A/i||;, the constant C being independent of p.

Theorem 3.3. Let e be any positive number, (a) Suppose k e AB. Then there exist

constants Ce such that maxn(i.r) \Vn(X; X; k)\^CsX. Cs depends on r>e but is

independent of X in (0, oo), «=1,2,..., and k in AB.

(b) Suppose Im *>0. Then |/*,(- ; A; k)\\0(W£Cká and \\Ap.n(■ ; X; k)||0(n) ̂  CKA,

where the constant CK is independent of X in (0, oo) and «=1,2,....

(c) There exist constants d*n such that maxí2¡. r | Wn(X; X; k)\ g¿£, where ¿£ depends

on r>e but is independent of X and k for X bounded and k in AB. Furthermore

Z?ml ¿£<co.

Proof, (a) This follows easily from Theorem 3.2, Lemma 3.2, the definition of

Vn(X; X ; k), and Sobolev's inequality.

(b) The proof follows immediately from definitions (3.12)—(3.14), Lemma 3.2,

and the fact that (A — k) ~1 is a bounded operator.

(c) From definitions (3.12)—(3.16), we have

Wn(X; X;k)= W°(X; X)-£(r)W3(X; X)

(3.17) +(A-«)-1[(-A-K)(t(X)W°n(X; A))]

= h(X; X) + I2(X; X) + I3(X; A; k),

and W°(X;X) = (TTa)-ll2Jnla(Xll2r)sin(n9la). We now employ the following

estimate for the Bessel functions Jnla, derived from Poisson's integral representation,

[16]:

\JV(Z)\ =£ \(%ZyK(Z)IT(v+l)\,

where K(Z) is a continuous function of Z. Using the properties of the Gamma

function T(0, it follows readily that

(3.18) max ̂ „„(A1^)! Ú K(X™r)df\

where 2"=i ¿nC1><°o. Similarly, we have

(3.19) |/«,,(A1/ar)| Ú K(X^2r)df\   where ¿ d°nm < oo.

Estimate (3.18) immediately implies

(3.20) max \I£X\ A)| ̂  Cdf\      j = 1, 2, where df = max (df\ df).
n£,r
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We now consider I3(X; A; «•). It follows from Theorem 3.2 and Lemma 3.2 that

for S>0

max \(A-k)-i[(- A-K)(t,(r)W°(X; X))]\

== C max \(-A-K)[t(r)Wl(X;X)]\.

Estimates (3.18), (3.19) and (3.21) yield
co

(3.22) max \I3(X; X; k)\ ^ Cd*w,   where 2 d*w < oo.
ne,r n=l

The theorem now follows from (3.17), (3.20) and (3.22).   Q.E.D.

4. The expansion theorem. We proceed to establish the completeness and

orthogonality of the generalized eigenfunotions rV*(X; A). These results will

follow from Theorems 4.1 and 4.2, respectively. First we define a pair of linear

transformations from Co'(fi) into H. Suppose <j>(X) e C¿°(fi). For A>0 and

Im k>0, set

(4.1) T*t = {<fc(A)} = {£ W¿(X; X)<p(X) dxj,

and

(4.2) {¿n(A; *)} = {£ Wn(X; X; *)<*(*) </*}■

Lemma 4.1. Suppose <f>(X) e C0°°(fi). F/ien

(a) c£n(A; k) w continuous as a function of k for fixed X and n.

(b) |<pn(A; k)\ ^CX, where C denotes a constant independent of X, n, and k for X

in (0, oo), n= 1, 2,..., and k in AB.

The proof is a simple consequence of the definition of Wn(X; X; k), Theorem

3.2, Lemma 3.2 and the Schwarz inequality. We now state the main theorems of

this section.

Theorem 4.1. (a) F+ can be extended to a unitary transformation from L2(fi)

onto some subspace y of H.

(b) For eachf(X) in F2(fi) and each bounded measurable function s(X):

(4.3) (s(A)f)î = MA)//(A)}.

Furthermore fie D(A) if and only if{Xfn+(X)} e Hand in this case (Af) + (X) = Xfn+(X)}.

(c) For each f(X) in F2(fi), we have

(4.4) /=    l.i.m.   2   ("fn+(X)Wn+(X;X)dX.
a JO, bt «>   n=l Ja

Theorem 4.2. For each g={gn(fy} in H, we have

(4.5) g = F+ ( Li.m.    2   f S»(A) ^+ (X; X) dx) ■
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Note. Equation (4.4) is called the completeness relation and Equation (4.5) is

called the orthogonality relation.

The proofs of these theorems are similar to the corresponding proofs in I and

therefore only when changes occur will the arguments be explicitly given. Now

suppose that {FA} denotes the spectral resolution of the selfadjoint operator A.

Thus EA*=EX and A = J A dEA. Our proof of Theorem 4.1 will be based on the

well-known formula, [15]:

(4.6)   \((E0 + Eb-)f,f)0m-\((Ea + Ea-)ff\m = lim i f \\R%.iEf\\î2,a) dr.
«10  T Ja

We shall evaluate the right-hand side of (4.6).

Lemma 4.2. Suppose 4>(X) e Cq(ÍI) and Im k>0. Then

\\R-Ml2v- J"d< [Rrf(X)■ R-MX*) + Ré(X*)■ R~KX)] dX

(4'7) D' = V   i" l¿n(A;«)|2¿A
"¿Jo   "    |A-H2

Proof. Let 2' represent the set of elements in H satisfying conditions (2.1) and

(2.2) and denote by 9i the set of functions 4>(X) defined in S such that F°</r e 2'.

For such a function i/i(X) in 3), set

<I>E(X) = 4i(X)        for X in 5

= -4>(X*)   forain D.

We first establish the equation

■s-   r» f°(\)Wn(X; X; k) d\
(4.8) Rk(4>e) = R(X;k;^)= 2   ^

n=l Jo X-K

Since Wn(X; X; k) = 0 on fi, it follows from the definition of R(X; k; >p), Theorem

3.3(b), and the properties of ^g(A) that R(X; k; ij>) e D(A). We now easily obtain

(• A-k)R(X; k;<P)=  2   r fàWWiX; X) dX = <¡>E(X),
n = l Jo

since W°(X; A)= - W°(X*; X) for X in D. We have thus proven (4.8).

Since RK and Z?* are adjoints, it follows from (4.8) that

$(A)6,(A;ic)</A

A-/c

CO rt o

(4.9) (R-AA\m = (<i>, RAEU = 2
71=1   JO

where we interchanged the order of the integrations and summation in the last

step. Define GK(X) = (RK<f>)(X*) for X in D*, and set GK(X)=0 for X in 5-/)*.

Since t/iE(X*) = —tjjE(X), we easily conclude from (4.9) that

(4.10) (xsR-J-GK(X), t)(S) = f j" £(A)• (A + n)2 ff^/^

where x denotes the characteristic function.
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Lemma 4.1 implies that the element

4n(M K)
{(X-a)(X + n)2

It follows from Theorem 2.1 that

eH.

(4.11) (jcsR-K<p-GK,t\S) = 2 [ iXsR^/ÁX) <¿Ü(A)(A + «)2 ¿A.

It is easily seen that the set of elements {i¡i°(X)(X+n)2}, where ifi e 3>, is dense in H.

We thus conclude from (4.10) and (4.11) that

(4.12) (xsR-A-GKt(X) = 4(A; k)\(X-k).

Again employing Theorem 2.1, we have proven the lemma.    Q.E.D.

We are now ready to prove the following key result.

Theorem 4.3. For each </>(x) in C¿°(Í2):

(4.13) i((Eb + Eb-)<p, ¿)0(Q,-i((Fa + F„-#, <Oo(Q) = 2   f l^+(A)l2 dX-
n=l Ja

Proof. Suppose k = t + íc. By Lemma 4.2, we have

£    f
lim-      \\Rt-ie<l>\\îata)dT
eiO T Ja

- lim - f f   [R-Kcp(X) ■ RéïX*) + Ré(X*)R~é(Xj] dX dr
don Ja J D'

(4.14) _ Km e[»^r \k(*;«)\2dXdT
\X-k\2

limiff r
eio-tr Ja ¿zJx J0

_,:«   f   f   f l^(A;/c)|2¿r¿A
"ftïÂJà     Ja        (A-r)2 + £2      '

using Fubini's theorem to interchange the order of the integrations and summa-

tion. Before completing the proof of the theorem we must establish the following

lemma.

Lemma 4.3. Suppose <f>(X) e C£(ü). Then

(4.15) lim i J   f"    Pffi "£■£*-*
MOTT^i Je + 1 Ja      (X-r)2 + e2

Proof. Suppose i/i(X) e 3>. It may be shown as in I that

(4.16)

co       /»co _ 2 /»

2        ^(A)[^(A;K)-<^f(A)]¿A    ÚC\   \U,(X;K)\2dX,
n=lJO JB

where F=support of <f>(X), C is a constant depending only on <f>(X), <f>°E(X) =

}n<p(X)WS(X;X)dX,and

U,(X; k) = J   f ^(A)Fn+(X; A; k) ¿A.
Jl=l Jo
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We wish to bound the integral occurring on the right-hand side of (4.16). Note

that UW(X; k) satisfies the boundary value problem :

(-A-k)LV = 0 in fi,

U,„(X;k) = ->PE(X)   onfi.

It follows easily that

V,(X) = -1(XW(X) + (A-k)-\-A-kW(X).

We observe that Theorem 3.2(a) and the linearity of A imply:

\\(A-k)-^F\\0(B> í c\\f\\,

the constant C being independent of k = r + ie (re [a, b], e0 = £ > 0), as well as all

functions F(X) in C°°(fi) with the same bounded support. We now conclude

easily that

f \U*(X; k)\2 dX è C f \(-A-K)^(X)\2dX.
Jb Jci

Combining this with estimate (4.16) and Theorem 2.1, we obtain

(4.18)

I 2   fM^(A)[^f(A)-4(A;fc)]t/A2
I 7V=1   JO

ï C||(-A+l«(n) = C 2   fM(l + A)2|^(A)|2tZA,
n=l Jo

where C depends only on <f>(X).

Expressing estimate (4.18) in the form

(4.19)

oo       ¡%a

n= 1 Jo

g.(A)[#'(A)-¿.(A;*)]rfA
1+A =   C2    f|ßn(A)|2A

n=l Jo

where Ö„(A) = ^°(A)(1 + A), we see that (4.19) holds on all of H since it holds on a

dense subset. It follows from Lemma 4.2 that the element

{'

c^f(A)-c&n(A;.)

1+A
eH.

Therefore an application of (4.19) to this element yields

r»oo   1X0*7
f   f- |fljE(A)-çAn(A;,c)|2ciA
¿Jo   ' (1 + A)2

Since C is independent of k, Lemma 4.3 follows immediately.   Q.E.D.

We now return to the proof of Theorem 4.3. By (4.14) and (4.15), we have

e  f
hm-      IIZ?,.^!^«!) dr
s 10 TT Ja

(4.20) - lim - f f   [RéW ■ R^(X*) + R#KX*) ■ Rrf(X)] dX dr
MO 77 J0   JD.

-iTo-AJo      )a(X-r)2 + e2dTdk
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First note that the second term on the left-hand side is zero because

I- f ¿r f   [Rk<p(X)R~ciXxT) + R^(X*)R^(X)]dX
KJo       Jd'

e
Ú-C    max      \Rk<p(X)\ \Rk<l>(X*)\ á eC,

-n       X<;D-,zela,m

where the constant C is independent of e. This follows from Theorem 3.2, Lemma

3.2, and Sobolev's inequality.

It follows from Theorem 3.3(c) that the series on the right-hand side of (4.20)

converges uniformly with respect to e. Hence we may interchange the limit and the

summation to obtain

¡•b »      rb + 1 /•!

(4.21)      lim-      |*,-u*|!ï(Q) rfr =  2 «m-
elOTT Ja ¿fi J0 6J0 7T Ja

\U^,x)\2drdX
(X-r)2 + e2

We next employ the following result [14]:

If/(T, 0 is a continuous function of t and e for 0^s^eo and a^r^ß, then

(4.22) lim - f   ,/(t'£)   - =0 if A < a or ß < A,
siott Ja  (A-r)2 + e2

= f(A,0)    ifa<A<ß.

(4.21) and (4.22) now yield

F    rb "     rb

(4.23) lim-      ||FI_i£0||I2(f5)¿r=  2       l«(A)|2¿A.
£ i 0 77 J a n^ J a

Combining (4.6) and (4.23), we have proven the theorem.   Q.E.D.

Having established Theorem 4.3, we may prove Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 exactly

as in I (since A has a continuous spectrum by Remark 3.1). The proofs will be

omitted here. Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 together imply that A is unitarily equivalent

to A0. The functions vV„(X; X) form a complete, orthonormal set of generalized

eigenfunctions of A. The conditions (3.5) and (3.6) satisfied by VJ(X; X) are called

"outgoing" radiation conditions. In the same way, we may construct another

complete, orthonormal set of generalized eigenfunctions, W~(X; X)= W°(X; A)

+ Vñ(X; A), where Vñ(X; X) satisfies certain "incoming" radiation conditions at

infinity. These conditions are the same as (3.5) and (3.6) with H^}a(Xll2r) replaced

by H^(X^2r)=Jnla(X^r)-iYnla(X^'2r). For <p(X) in C0œ(U), set

T-çb = {¿-(A)} = {jj(X)W;(X;X)dx'j-

Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 now hold with T+ replaced by T~.

5. Invariance of the wave operators. In this section we employ methods similar

to those used in II to establish the existence, unitarity, and invariance of the wave

operators W± = W±(<p(A), </>(A0)) for a class of functions ^(A) satisfying the

following conditions:

(i) <f>(X) is a real-valued function defined on [0, oo).
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(ii) There exists a sequence of subintervals IK = (K-i, K) of (0, oo) such that

(0,oo) = Uf--«,/if, AK-^0 as K-+ -oo, AK^-oo as F^oo, <f>(X) e C3(IK), and

f(A)5¿0for Ain/K.

We define the wave operators as follows. For each flX) in L2(S) (F2(0)), set

Uo(t)f=emuof(U(t)f=eimAf), -oo < 7<oo. Recall that we are assuming through-

out that £1=>S. The arguments may easily be modified in the more general case. We

lety'(A') denote a cutoff function defined in Q such that:

(l)j(X)=0 for r0^r, (2) j(X)= 1 for r^r'>r0, and (3) j(X) e C°°(S). For

4>(X) in C0œ(S), set J>fs(X) =j(X)<l>(X) for X in S and zero for X in Ù-S, and

extend J by continuity as a mapping from L2(S) into L2(Q). We define

(5.1) »'±/=   lim   U(-t)JU0(t)f=   lim   IF(/)/
Í-. ± 00 Í-» ± 00

for/(X) in F2(S). We now prove the main result of this section.

Theorem 5.1. (a) Suppose feL2(S). Then W±f=limt^±x W(t)f exists in

F2(Q).

(b) //f (A)>0 (f (A)<0) on IK, then (PF±/)if(A)=/n0(A)((fF±/)l(A)=/„°(A))/Or A
in IK.

Proof. Consider the subset S¿¡ of elements/^) in L2(S) satisfying the conditions :

(a)/n°(A)6C0»(0,oo),« = l,2,...

(b)/n°(A)=0for«£M, and

(c) the support of/„°(A) <=■ IK, where <f>'(X) > 0 in IK.

To begin with we assume that </>(X) e C°°(0, oo). Applying the same arguments

as in the proof of Lemma 4.1 in II, we obtain

(5.2) ( W(T)f) J (A) = (jf) I (A) - f' dt\ H(X; A ; 7 ; 0)(A + X)(j(X) W± (X; A)) dX
Jo        Ja

where

H(X; X; t; e) = i J [ Wf(X; Q M «-A)/P(0

(5"3) • exp (ft [#Q - ¿(A) + fe(^lfA))] ) = *       for JT in S

= 0       for Afin Í2-S.

Now suppose <f>(X) is an arbitrary function satisfying (i), (ii) and suppose a closed

subinterval [a, b] of IK contains the support of f°(X) for all «. Let <f>j(X) denote a

sequence of C° functions satisfying (i), (ii) and such that <pj(X) -> ¡£(A) and cbj(X)

-+ cf>'(X) uniformly on [a, b]. It follows readily that H\X; A; t; 0) -> H(X; A; 7; 0)

and (W\t)f)i(X) -> (W(t)f)i(X) for all A in [a, /j] where W and IF' are defined by

(5.1) and (5.3) respectively with <f>(X) replaced by <f>j(X). Thus (5.2) holds for A in

IK. Similarly (5.2) may be shown to hold for A>0 in /,/=!, 2,....
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Again it follows as in the proof of Lemma 4.1 in II that as t -> ±oo:

(rV(t)f)i(X)^f°(X)

uniformly in an arbitrary interval [c, d]^Ij, j= 1,2,.... We may easily conclude

from this that

(5.4) (rV(t)fr^f0       as t^±oo,

—» denoting weak convergence in H. We next show that

(5.5) \\(W(t)fr\\H-*\\f0\\H   as I ̂ ±ao.

Since U0(T) and U(t) are isometric, we have

I l|*nO/l|i2(n)-||/||i,(S>| = I ll^oiO/l^o)- IItWIkool
Ï \\(l-J)U0(t)f\\L2(S)

^ Cmax|(7o(0/W|
B

where B is a bounded subset of S. We may deduce from the unperturbed expansion

theorem and integration by parts that

max \U0(t)f(X)\ =0((1 + |I|)-1).
B

Thus (5.5) is proven.

We now employ the following well-known theorem of functional analysis.

Suppose {Yn} denotes a weakly convergent sequence of elements in a Hubert space.

Suppose also that || Fnj| -> || F||, F being the weak limit of F„. Then Yn converges

strongly to Y. In our case the hypotheses of this theorem hold as a result of (5.4)

and (5.5). Thus

(5.6) (W(t)f)% -+f°       in H as I ̂  ±oo.

Finally, suppose f=fx+ ■ ■ ■ +/, where/ satisfies conditions (a)-(c) for 1 újúl

and suppose that the functions / have their supports contained in mutually

disjoint intervals, I¡. Then we see from (5.6) that (^(1)/)* ->j^° as f-*- ±oo. By

the linearity of W(t), T°, and F*, we see that the conclusions of the theorem hold

for these functions f(X). Similar arguments suffice if cf>'(X) < 0 in some of the

intervals Z;. Since the set of such functions is dense in L2(S), the theorem is

proven.    Q.E.D.

Having established the existence and unitarity of the wave operators W±, we

define the scattering operator y as follows. For each function f(X) in L2(S), set

(5.7) y/= (w+y^-f

It follows from Theorem 5.1 that Sr° is a unitary mapping from L2(S) onto L2(S).

Finally we remark that this theory could easily be carried over to the case of the

wave equation in fi. The Hubert space employed in this case is the space of initial
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data in fi with the corresponding energy norm. Since the details are essentially the

same as those in II, they will be omitted.

6. The scattering matrix. We shall obtain a more suitable expression for the

scattering operator if defined by equation (5.7). The dependence of y on the

incoming solutions V~(X; X) will show up clearly in this expression. Let S> be

the dense subset of L2(S) consisting of functions f(X) such that (T'Y^^X)

e C0"(fi).

Theorem 6.1. Suppose fe £¿ and X e IK, where <f>'(X)>0 on IK. Then

00

(^/)S(A)  =/?(A)+ 2   >n,,,(A)7n0<(A),

where

<».»'(A) = -2m f Fn(X; \)V¿(X; X) dX,
Ja

and Fn(X; A) is defined by (3.12).

Note that by (3.12), Fn(X; X) = (-A-X)t,(X)W°(X; A), where the cutoff function

l(X) was defined in §3. We denote by rx a real number chosen such that t,(X) = 0

for r>rx>r0. We make the following additional assumption for the function t(X).

b!t,(r, 6)lc)ei = 0onÙ,j=l,2,....

Proof. It follows from Theorem 5.1 that

(¿7)Ê(A) = (F^F-)-1/0)^)

= /n°(A)+ f (V:(X; A)- V;(X; X))((T-)-1f°)(X) dX.
Jn

Using the definition of Vn(X; X) and Theorem 4.1, we have from (6.1);

(^/)£(A)=/n°(A)+i   lim    f   f
Jn   « jo   nrrx Jo(6.2)

(Fn(-;A))-,(A')    (Fn(- ; A))-.(A')
A' — A + ie A' — A — is

Wn-(X;X')(T-)-1f°(X)dX'dX.

Since (T'Y1/0 has compact support, we may use Theorems 3.3, 4.1 and 4.2 and

the fact that Fn(X; X) e D(A% j= 1, 2,..., to conclude that

(^/)S(A)=/»°(A) + lim2   f (Fn(-; X)f-.(X')f°(X')
((, X\ £1° n=l Jo

(6J) r_i_        J_1 ,y
U'-A + i'e    A'-A-¡eJ

Since F„(A'; A) and f(X) e D(Ar), j=1,2,..., we obtain with the aid of (4.22) :

(6.4) (^/)S(A) =/n°(A)+ 2  tn,nWn%V
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where

i»,„<(A) = -2m [ FjxTx)(W*,(X;X)+V-.(X;X))dX.
Ja

f FjxTX)W°.(X;X)dX= f
Ja Jlr„

w!(xïJ)ôwf;X)
(6.5)

de+^iRWXx,x)

= o.

Combining (6.4) and (6.5) we have proven the theorem.   Q.E.D.

It appears from Theorem 6.1 that the coefficients tn^(X) depend on the function

i(X) as well as Wn,(X; X) and W°(X; A). This apparent dependence on t(X) is

only superficial, however, as will be seen from the following corollary.

Corollary 6.1. ?n,n'(A)=4(7ra)1/2Cn>n<(A) where

co

Vn.(X; A) = 2 CUn.(Wm(*>2r') sin J-0      for r ^ r2.
1=1 a

Proof. We have from Theorem 6.1,

in.n-(A) = -2-ni f F~piTX)Vñ-(X; X) dx
Ja

= -2ni f V-,(X;X)(-A-X)(i:(X)W°(X;X))dx
Ja

= -2-ni [ Wn.(X;X)(-A-X)((t(X)-l)W^(X;X))dx,
Ja

since (-A-X)W°(X; A)=0 in Q.

Employing the divergence theorem, equation (3.8), and the definitions of l(X),

W°(X; A), and V~.(X; X) we obtain

in.n-(A) = -2-ni f (L.(X)-l)Wn°(X; A)(-A-X)W-.(X; X) ¿A
Jnriu(n-£3ri)

- 2*r/( jt   (t(X) - 1) WS(X; X) | W-n.(X; X)

- W-,(X; X) L (L:(X)-l)WS(X; A)^ d0

=  -4(7ra)1'2Cn,n,(A). Q.E.D.

Note that since

H$War) = H^<2(Xr),

and W°(X; X) is real, it follows from Theorem 3.1 that

(6.6) Vi(X; X) = Vñ(X; A).
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Thus Theorem 6.1 also expresses the scattering operator in terms of the outgoing

solutions. If c¿'(A)<0 on IK, analogous formulas hold for the elements of the

scattering matrix.

7. Extensions of previous results. We next extend the previous results in various

directions. The methods we have used are rather general and depend on the fact

that the operator A0 may be treated by separation of variables. Thus we may obtain

similar results concerning boundary perturbations of various other domains (of

arbitrary dimension) as well as other selfadjoint elliptic operators for which

separation of variables may be employed. For example, the results of I and II now

follow even for the case in which the perturbed cylinder fi is not a subdomain of

the unperturbed cylinder S.

Instead of boundary perturbations, we may treat perturbations in the coeffi-

cients of the equation or in the boundary conditions. For instance, we have the

following two theorems, (where A0 and S again denote the operator and domain

defined in §2).

Theorem 7.1. Suppose A denotes the selfadjoint elliptic operator given by

— 2u=i.N (p\i>XÍ)(aiic\dX¡) — q(X) acting on functions defined in S and vanish-

ing on S. Suppose that 8ij — aij(X)=0 and q(X)=0 for r sufficiently large and that

a¡j(X) e C1(S), q(X) e C(S), (8tj denoting the Kronecker delta). Then two sets of

generalized eigenfunctions Wn±(X; A) may be constructed satisfying the radiation

condition (3.5), (3.6). Furthermore the results of Theorems 4.1, 4.2, 5.1 and 6.1 hold

in this case with A replaced by Ac (the continuous part of A).

Theorem 7.2. Suppose the selfadjoint operator A is given by —A acting on functions

p(X) defined in S and satisfying the boundary conditions: o(X)du\dv=p. on S, where

v denotes the outward directed normal from S, o(X) e C2(S) and o(X) vanishes for r

sufficiently large. Then the results of Theorem 7.1 hold.

The task of constructing the generalized eigenfunctions W%(X; X) corresponding

to Theorem 7.1 is reduced to that of solving the boundary value problem:

(7.1) =2       ¿r ((Sw-«„(A0) 8Wf^X))-q(X)W°n(X; X)    in S,

Vn(X; A) = 0   on S.

For Theorem 7.2, the boundary value problem becomes

(A + X)Vn(X;X) = 0   inS,

(7-2) g(yW)_ Vn(X; X) = -o(X) 8W*YiX>   on S.
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Both (7.1) and (7.2) may be solved by the methods employed in §3. The solutions

satisfy the same radiation conditions as before. The results of §§4-6 then follow in

exactly the same way. Note that these results also hold when A0 corresponds to the

boundary condition

dp.j8n = a(9)p.   on S,   where o á 0.
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